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During the late Pleistocene epoch, proxies for Southern Hemisphere climate from the Antarctic ice cores vary nearly in phase with
Northern Hemisphere insolation intensity at the precession and obliquity timescales. This coherence has led to the suggestion that
Northern Hemisphere insolation controls Antarctic climate. However, it is unclear what physical mechanisms would tie southern
climatetonortherninsolation.HerewecallonradiativeequilibriumestimatestoshowthatAntarcticclimatecouldinsteadrespondto
changesinthedurationoflocalsummer.Simpleradiativeequilibriumdictatesthatwarmerannualaverageatmospherictemperatures
occur as a result of a longer summer, as opposed to a more intense one, because temperature is more sensitive to insolation when the
atmosphere is cooler. Furthermore, we show that a single-column atmospheric model reproduces this radiative equilibrium eﬀect
when forced exclusively by local Antarctic insolation, generating temperature variations that are coherent and in phase with proxies
ofAntarcticatmospherictemperatureandsurfaceconditions.WeconcludethatthedurationofSouthernHemispheresummerismore
likely to control Antarctic climate than the intensity of Northern Hemisphere summer with which it (often misleadingly) covaries. In
ourview,nearinterhemisphericclimatesymmetryattheobliquityandprecessiontimescalesarisesfromanorthernresponsetolocal
summerintensityandasouthernresponsetolocalsummerduration.
Southern Hemisphere climate proxies follow northern summer
insolation intensity
1–7, leading to the common interpretation
that northern insolation controls southern climate, at least at
the obliquity and precession timescales
2,5,7. Proposed mechanisms
includenortherninsolationinﬂuencingatmosphericCO2(refs 8,9),
North Atlantic Deep Water aﬀecting the Southern Ocean
10,11,
and variations in the extent of northern glaciation inﬂuencing
the south
7. However, such explanations are problematic because
conventional statistical techniques indicate that southern changes
are in phase with or lead those in the north
1,2,4,8,12–15—a situation
Mercer
12 called ‘a ﬂy in the ointment of the Milankovitch theory’.
Although northern forcing of Antarctic climate cannot be ruled
out, particularly if small or otherwise diﬃcult-to-detect northern
perturbations precede those in the south
8, the lack of an obvious,
operative mechanism to produce symmetric interhemispheric
changes at the precession period prompts further examination of
the connection between Earth’s orbit and southern climate. Our
focusisontheobliquityandprecessionbandsintheclimaterecord,
largely to the exclusion of more rapid variations and of ∼100kyr
glacial cycles. Nonetheless, the climate spectrum is coupled across
timescales
16, and we expect investigation of the orbital response to
improveourunderstandingofthecontinuumofclimatevariability.
RADIATIVE EQUILIBRIUM AND THE DURATION OF SUMMER
Webuildonthefactthatthedurationofsouthernsummercovaries
almost identically with northern summer insolation intensity
(Fig. 1).(Heresummerdurationisdeﬁnedasthenumberofdaysin
which the diurnal average insolation intensity exceeds 250Wm
−2,
a threshold which gives good agreement with northern solstice
intensity values.) This covariation arises because the precession
of the equinoxes results in opposite eﬀects on the intensity
and duration of summer seasons within a single hemisphere
17,
and opposite eﬀects on intensity and duration of summer
seasons between the two hemispheres. Increases in obliquity cause
symmetric increases in intensity and duration of summer at high
latitudes in both hemispheres. Therefore, although the signature
of orbital variations is discernible within high-latitude southern
climaterecords,signalprocessingalonecannotdistinguishbetween
northern or southern insolation forcing. Determining the origins
of orbital-period variability in southern climate proxies requires
identiﬁcation of physical mechanisms that connect insolation at
the top of the atmosphere with proxy signals in ice and in
marine sediments.
Perhaps the most fundamental relationship between
temperature and insolation is that of radiative equilibrium,
F = σT
4. F is the absorbed incoming solar radiation, T is
the temperature in Kelvin and σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann
constant. The precession of the equinoxes redistributes insolation
throughout the seasons but has no inﬂuence on the total annual
insolation
18. Therefore, there must be a nonlinear response to
insolation if precession is to exert any control on mean annual
temperature. Radiative equilibrium furnishes such a nonlinearity.
The radiative equilibrium temperature is less sensitive to insolation
at higher temperatures, dT/dF = 1/(4σT
3), with a value of
0.41K/(Wm
−2) for typical winter atmospheric temperatures
in Antarctica (T = 220K) and 0.25K/(Wm
−2) for summer
conditions (T = 260K). Thus, the annual average radiative
equilibrium temperature will be greatest when insolation is spread
away from peak summer intensity—as occurs when precession
nature geoscience ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION www.nature.com/naturegeoscience 1© 2008 Macmillan Publishers Limited.  All rights reserved. 
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Figure 1 Different measures of insolation covary with one another. Examples are the summer energy
17 at 65
◦ N using a threshold of 400Wm
−2 (yellow), the diurnal
average insolation intensity at the top of the atmosphere for the summer solstice at 65
◦ N (black), the duration of the summer at 77
◦ S (red, measured as the number of days
whose diurnal average insolation exceeds 250Wm
−2) and the number of winter days (hidden beneath the summer duration curve, measured as days below 250Wm
−2; note
the reversed y axis).
aligns aphelion with summer solstice. We note that Milankovitch
19
also considered the inﬂuence of orbital variations on the radiative
equilibriumtemperaturebutusedaﬁxedhalf-yearinterval,thereby
excluding eﬀects associated with changes in the duration of the
seasons. Rubincam
20 determined that annual average radiative
equilibrium temperature would be highest for an orbit that aligns
aphelion with summer solstice but considered only cases with
neither heat capacity nor an atmosphere.
The inﬂuence of orbital variations on radiative equilibrium
temperature can be more fully demonstrated using a simple
energy balance model (see Methods section). The seasonal cycle
of insolation at 77
◦ S, the latitude of the Dome F ice core on
the high plateau of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet, is considered
under two scenarios: one when Earth is at perihelion during
southern summer solstice, averaged over the 15 occurrences in
the past 350kyr, and another averaged over the times when
aphelion coincides with summer solstice (Fig. 2). Although the
total insolation is equivalent in the two cases of precessional
alignment, the second forcing scenario leads to warmer annual
averagetemperaturesbecauseincreasedinsolationinspringorearly
summer (when atmospheric temperatures are lower) causes more
warming relative to the magnitude of cooling caused by decreased
insolation during mid-to-late summer (when temperatures are
higher). Some studies call on related changes in autumn
18 or
spring
21,22 insolationintensitytoinﬂuenceclimate.Hereweattempt
to address the full seasonal distribution of insolation, but note
that spring insolation intensity at high southern latitudes varies
closely with the duration of the summer (assuming the calendar
is referenced to northern spring equinox).
Is simple radiative balance a reasonable ﬁrst-order description
oftheatmospherictemperaturevariability?Toexplorethisquestion
in more detail, we examine the response of the Single Column
Atmospheric Model (SCAM, see Methods section)
23,24 to variations
in insolation. When run over the course of the past 350,000years at
Dome F, SCAM produces a mean annual tropospheric temperature
that corresponds to the changes in duration of the Antarctic
summer. Subtracting the seasonal cycle of temperature associated
with perihelion occurring at summer solstice from that associated
with aphelion at summer solstice reveals a pattern of anomalous
spring and early summer warming that extends from the lower
troposphere (∼5
◦C) up through the stratosphere (∼10
◦C, Fig. 2).
An increase in obliquity also raises the atmospheric temperature
in SCAM, as well as in the simple energy-balance model, but here
we focus on precession because the obliquity-induced changes are
symmetric between the hemispheres and, thus, do not enable us
to distinguish between southern
3,6 or northern
2,7,8 control. Note
that the peculiarities of the Antarctic climate represented in SCAM
seem to make local radiative balance an important control on
temperature.AstrongthermalinversionlayerexistsoverAntarctica
for most of the year
25 because the ice surface emits radiation more
eﬃciently than the atmosphere. As a result, convection and the
exchange of heat between the troposphere and the ice surface is
inhibited. Furthermore, Antarctic temperatures rarely exceed the
freezing point, and such low temperatures are associated with
consistently small amounts of water vapour in the atmosphere,
hence muting changes in emissivity and absorptivity.
COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS AGAINST ICE-CORE PROXIES
The SCAM results are compared against the Dome F (ref. 7)
ice-core record of δ
18Oice (Fig. 3). A full interpretation of this proxy
requiresanunderstandingofthetracer’stime-variableevaporation,
transport, precipitation, and ultimate densiﬁcation into ice
26,27, but
we adopt the simple and common interpretation of mean annual
atmospheric temperature above the deposition site. The variability
in SCAM’s annual average atmospheric temperature is coherent
and consistent with an in-phase relationship with the Dome F
δ
18Oice record at both the obliquity and the precession bands (see
Fig. 4). SCAM’s temperature results are likewise coherent and in
phase with the temperature proxy record from Dome C, which is
also located on the high East Antarctic plateau (see Supplementary
Information). Similar orbital-band variability is generated when
SCAM is speciﬁed to have zero heat-ﬂux convergence, double
or half the modern CO2 concentration, or is run in a clear-sky
mode—indicating that the orbital response is robust to changes
in the model parametrization and to changes in climate. These
model results support our hypothesis that local variations in
the duration of summer control the orbital-period variability
in Antarctic atmospheric temperature. In this view, similarities
between southern proxies and northern summer insolation
intensity are a red herring, pointing to the wrong hemisphere.
δO2/N2 ice-core records from Dome F (ref. 7) and another
site on the high East Antarctic Plateau at Vostok
28 aﬀords an
additional constraint regarding the inﬂuence of orbital variations
on Antarctica’s climate. δO2/N2 seems to follow the intensity
of local summer insolation, possibly because maximum seasonal
temperatures at the surface alter ice crystals and gas close-oﬀ
depths, although the exact mechanism remains uncertain
28. The
maximum seasonal surface temperatures obtained in SCAM follow
summer solstice insolation and are coherent and in phase with
the δO2/N2 signal at both the obliquity and the precession
periods(Fig. 3andSupplementaryInformation).Therefore,SCAM
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Figure 2 The seasonal cycle in Antarctic insolation and atmospheric temperature. a, The diurnal average insolation in SCAM averaged over runs in which aphelion
(solid) and perihelion (dashed) coincide with southern summer solstice; b, the difference, which averages to zero. c, Runs of the energy-balance model forced with summer
aphelion insolation (solid) and summer perihelion insolation (dashed); d, their differences, which show more warming than cooling for summer aphelion. Runs in c and d have
a heat capacity of 2,500kJ
◦C
−1 (black) and half (blue) and twice (red) this value. e, Contour plot of the average seasonal cycle in temperature (
◦C) in SCAM averaged over
years when perihelion coincides with summer solstice; f, the relative amount of warming for average conditions when aphelion coincides with summer solstice. Time is
plotted from 1 June to 31 May.
responds to insolation at Dome F in a manner consistent with the
δO2/N2 proxyforsurfaceconditionsandthe δ
18Oice proxyformean
annual atmospheric temperature—in particular, reproducing their
antiphased precession variability.
There do exist two important discrepancies between the
atmospheric temperatures derived from SCAM and the orbital-
period variations in temperature estimated from the Dome F
ice core. First, according to the age model of ref. 7, Dome F
temperatures slightly lag northern summer solstice insolation
in the obliquity (by 46
◦ ± 63
◦, 2σ uncertainty) and precession
(by 18
◦ ± 38
◦) bands, whereas SCAM predicts that insolation
and temperature are in phase. Phase uncertainties arise both
because of uncertainty in the ice-core chronology and because of
imperfectcoherencebetweennorthernsummerinsolationintensity
and temperature, and render the observations consistent with
SCAM’s prediction of an in-phase relationship (see Supplementary
Information), particularly given additional sources of uncertainty
related to seasonality in the deposition of snow
29 and the physical
relationship between δO2/N2 and insolation
28. Alternatively, the
phase lag of temperature with respect to insolation could be real,
possibly resulting from slow feedbacks within the climate system
that involve processes such as atmospheric CO2.
Second, the average peak-to-trough amplitude of the
temperature change in SCAM is just over 1
◦C, whereas
reconstructed temperatures from ice-core proxies
6,7 have an
amplitude of about 3
◦C at the orbital bands. The proxy
reconstruction may exaggerate the variability in annual mean
temperature because of seasonality in the deposition of snow or
nature geoscience ADVANCE ONLINE PUBLICATION www.nature.com/naturegeoscience 3© 2008 Macmillan Publishers Limited.  All rights reserved. 
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Figure 3 Temperature variability in the Antarctic over the past 350kyr. a, The atmospheric temperature anomaly estimated from Dome F (ref. 7) (red), the orbital period
temperature variability (dashed brown, band-pass ﬁltered between 1/45kyr and 1/17kyr) and the southern summer duration (black). b, The annual average tropospheric
temperature from SCAM (blue) and the southern summer duration (black). c, The Dome F δO2/N2 record
7 (red) and the southern summer solstice insolation intensity (black).
d, The maximum summer surface temperature in SCAM (blue, daily average) and the southern solstice insolation intensity (black).
because of changes in the relationship between temperature and
δ
18Oice (ref. 27), but a more likely explanation involves climate
feedbacks. Antarctic sea ice seems to covary with changes in
atmospheric temperature
30. The complement of a long summer is
a short winter, and we suggest that a short winter may decrease the
production and extent of Antarctica’s apron of sea ice. (A related
suggestion is for spring insolation intensity, which covaries with
summer duration, to inﬂuence Antarctic sea ice
22.) Furthermore,
atmospheric CO2 has also covaried with Antarctic temperature
over the past 800,000 years
4,31,32. CO2 variation may itself be linked
with changes in Antarctic sea ice
33,34, and would tend to cause
symmetric changes between the poles because it is well mixed in
the atmosphere
9. Thus we speculate that the increasing summer
and decreasing winter durations caused by the alignment of
aphelion with southern summer solstice coordinates the eﬀects
of summer radiation balance, winter sea ice and atmospheric CO2
so as to increase Antarctic temperature. Variations in sea ice and
CO2 may also explain why climate variations similar to those
in Antarctica are observed in mid-latitude southern marine and
continental environments
9.
IMPLICATIONS FOR NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN CLIMATE
Local control of Antarctic temperature conceptually frees southern
climate from northern forcing at the precession and obliquity
timescales. It enables an alternative hypothesis in which the near
symmetry of interhemispheric changes during the late Pleistocene
depends on northern climate responding primarily to summer
intensity (Milankovitch’s hypothesis
2,19,35,36) and southern climate
respondingprimarilytothedurationofsummerandwinterseasons
(a version of Adh´ emar’s hypothesis
37). These contrasting northern
and southern responses may reﬂect the contrasting distributions of
land and ocean—and hence ice sheets—in the two hemispheres.
Thelargenorthernicesheetsmaintainedextensivemeltingmargins
on land, reached equatorward as far south as 37
◦ N in central
North America and lost much of their ice through surface melting
atop land. Increased melting along a land margin will tend to
decreasetheareaandvolumeofsuchicesheetsandtherebyincrease
atmospheric temperatures through albedo and elevation eﬀects.
Thus, insomuch as the alignment of perihelion with northern
summer serves to increase ablation, it will also tend to increase
northern temperature. In contrast, the polar-centric Antarctic Ice
Sheet covers nearly the entire continent, even in today’s interglacial
climate. Most of its ice loss is pinned at the periphery of the
continent, occurring through calving and basal melting of ice
shelves. As a consequence, the area and volume of the Antarctic ice
sheetisrelativelystable
38,aﬀordinglittleleverageforthealbedoand
elevation feedbacks to move atmospheric temperature. We suggest
that the relative lack of ice-temperature feedbacks in Antarctica
leaves atmospheric radiation balance, along with the possible
eﬀects of winter duration, as major determinants of the southern
temperature response to orbitally driven changes in insolation.
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Figure 4 Coherence and phase between proxy and model estimates of mean
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the orbital bands (vertical dotted lines) results are consistent within uncertainties
with an in-phase relationship.
One implication of independent hemispheric responses is that
the lead–lag relationships between the hemispheres at orbital
timescales need not be indicative of causality. The lead of
southern changes relative to northern climate at the orbital
bands
2 can instead be understood from the Antarctic climate
remaining in near radiative equilibrium with local insolation
whereas northern changes are mediated through the slow response
of the northern ice sheets
35,36. (Note that meltwater pulses enable
a rapid northern-ice-sheet response to insolation or other forcing,
butthatsuchthreshold-likeprocessesareprobablymoreimportant
at timescales shorter than those associated with orbital periods.)
The relatively small changes in the glacial–interglacial dimensions
of the Antarctic Ice Sheet may also account for the apparently
consistent response of Antarctic temperature to orbital variations
between interglacial
5 and glacial times
6,7.
Finally, we note that the obliquity-and-precession-band
variability in Antarctic atmospheric temperature represents only
∼20%ofthevarianceinthe800kyrδ
18Oice DomeCrecord,butthat
the summer-duration hypothesis may also aﬀord insight into the
originsofthestronger∼100kyrvariability,whichrepresents∼50%
ofthevariance.AnAntarcticresponsetolocalchangesininsolation
isconsistentwithhypothesescallingonterminationstobetriggered
by changes in southern insolation
15,39–42. If a long summer and
a short winter lead to a decrease in production and extent of
Antarcticseaice,theymayalsoincreasetheoutgassingofCO2 from
the Southern Ocean by decreasing near-surface stratiﬁcation
34.
Hence, the coincidence of aphelion with southern summer solstice
may coordinate a powerful combination of southern warming
agents.Oncethenorthernicesheetsaresuﬃcientlylargetobecome
unstable, the combination of a long southern summer and an
intense northern summer may be the one–two punch that leads to
the collapse of northern ice sheets.
METHODS
The connection between temperature and insolation is ﬁrst explored using a
simple energy-balance model, dT/dt =(F(t)−σT(t)4)/C, where t is time.
For simplicity, the heat capacity is taken as a constant (C =2,500kJ ◦C−1),
and the short-wave absorptivity and long-wave emissivity are assumed equal
to each other ( =0.05). When forced by insolation changes at 77◦ S, the
selected parameters give a seasonal cycle of temperatures ranging between −60◦
and −10 ◦C, in agreement with the 700mb temperatures in the NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis43 at the Dome Fuji site (77◦ S and 40◦ E). Experiments with more
complicated versions of the energy-balance model, including constant, periodic,
and temperature-dependent parametrization of heat-ﬂux convergence, yield
modiﬁcations of the seasonal cycle but inevitably give the same eﬀect, namely
that a greater summer duration leads to a positive perturbation in annual
average temperature.
Temperature is essentially assured to follow simple radiative equilibrium
in the energy-balance model, making it useful to also analyse the response
of SCAM23,24 to orbitally induced changes in insolation. SCAM contains the
vertical radiation, cloud and surface-process physics of the NCAR Community
Atmospheric Model but spans only a single lateral grid box, here made
to coincide with the Dome F ice-core site. We specify a sensible heat-ﬂux
convergence of 100Wm−2 and a latent heat-ﬂux convergence of 50Wm−2,
consistent with the annual average convergences over Antarctica found in the
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis43 (but which are uncertain44). The latent and sensible
heat convergences are distributed so as to generate uniform warming within the
troposphere. The simpliﬁcation of a constant heat convergence avoids building
in a particular seasonal cycle45 and distinguishes our hypothesis of local
insolation control from hypotheses calling on remote variations in climate46.
Furthermore, the reanalysis indicates that the seasonal cycle in heat ﬂux at
Dome F is only 20Wm−2 about a mean consistent with the Antarctic average,
suggesting that a constant heat convergence is a reasonable approximation for
this site, though the annual cycle in the reanalysis is larger at other sites (for
example 140Wm−2 at Dome C). The seasonal cycle in temperature produced
by SCAM is similar to observations, including reproduction of a thermal
inversion layer with an average magnitude of ∼15 ◦C and a seasonal amplitude
of ∼50 ◦C within the troposphere25.
We integrate SCAM forward using a 20min time step, and thus resolve the
full diurnal and seasonal cycle of insolation as well as the modulation of these
quantities by shifts in Earth’s orbital conﬁguration47 (Fig. 3). The integration is
started 350,000 years ago, and the model is run to equilibrium over the course
of 25 years. Then, to accelerate the model integrations, the calendar is stepped
forward975years,andtheequilibrationprocessisrepeated.Resultsareaveraged
over the last 5 years of each of the 350 equilibration runs. SCAM’s annual
average atmospheric temperature is computed from the pressure-weighted
average of the four lowest atmospheric layers (centred at ∼580, 620, 650
and 660mb), but essentially the same variability is present throughout the
entire vertical column. Longer runs of the model over the past 800kyr yield
atmospheric and surface variability that, respectively, remain consistent with
the duration and insolation intensity of summer as well as with the Dome C
atmospheric-temperature proxy record6. SCAM also generates results consistent
with those reported here when run at the Vostok and Dome C ice-core sites, as
well as when run in conﬁgurations with a clear sky, no atmospheric heat-ﬂux
convergence or lower atmospheric CO2 concentration (180p.p.m.).
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